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HETEROGENEOUS QUESTIONNAIRES
AND RÉNYI'S ENTROPY (*)

by Asha GARG C), (2)

Abstract. — Recently we considered a heterogeneous questionnaire and characterized an average
charge of order t by using the additivity property. Wefound that it is bounded from below by RényVs
Entropy of order a, where a = 1/(1 +1),

In this paper we have extended this workfor the more gênerai case vohen the order ofboth, the average
charge and the bound, is same i. e. equal to a, This gives a new measure of average charge. We have
characterized it and a related coding theorem has also been established.

Résumé. — Nous avons récemment considéré un questionnaire hétérogène et caractérisé la charge
moyenne d'ordre t en utilisant la propriété d'additivité. Nous avons trouvé qu'elle est bornée
inférieurement par l'entropie de Rényi d'ordre a = l / ( l + t).

Dans cet article nous étendrons le travail au cas plus général où les ordres de la charge moyenne et de
la borne sont les mêmes, c'est-à-dire égaux à a. Cela donne une nouvelle mesure de la charge moyenne.
Nous en donnons une caractérisation, et nous établissons un théorème de codage.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Duncan [2] considered heterogeneous questionnaires and found
that if log2 d is considered as the charge for a question of resolution d then the
expected charge for the questionnaire is lower bounded by Shannon entropy.
For an arbitrary heterogeneous questionnaire Sharma and Garg [5] defmed a
measure oi average charge of order / as:

i = l d=l
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390 A. GARG

where nid represents the number of questions of resolution d required to
détermine the Z-th element of the state space © = { 0 i , 0 2 0MI} and
P — { p x, p2,..., pm } is the probability distribution associated with © such that :

We then found that i fa=l / ( l + £)3 the average charge defined by équation (1) is
bounded from below by Rényi's entropy of order a [4] with equality iff:

f[ d-«= - f i - and nw = 0,

I P

We have extended this work for a more gênerai case when the measure of
average charge and the bound are of the same order, a. The condition of
equality, which holds for this case is:

m

Pi= FI d~"w; wtd = 0 for ail d>m. (3)

d = 2

This condition is the same as that obtained by Duncan [2] for the inequality:

(4)
where EP C (Q) is the expected charge defined by Duncan [2] for a heterogeneous
questionnaire and H(P) is the Shannon's entropy. We have obtained a new
measure of average charge and have established a related coding theorem.

IL Since we are interested in the more gênerai case when the order of average
charge and the bound is same, we have to modify the définition of average charge
given in équation (1). Let us define the average charge as the most gênerai quasi-
linear mean-value, i.e.:

(5)

where ƒ is a non-constant positive-valued continuous function defined on (0,1),
<p is a strictly monotonically increasing and continuous real-valued function
defined on [1, oo[ and cp"1 dénotes the inverse function of cp.

Every measure of average charge is required to satisfy the condition that
whenever nid (i = 1,2,..., m) increases by "m/ ' (md is a + ve integer,
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d = l , . . . , o o ) , it should also increase by

functional équation as:
d=X

d=l d=i

E f (Pi)

t f (PU <p ( i og 2 n

/(Pi)

Thus, we get the

log2 rfm' (6)

This équation is the translativity équation and the following theorem can be
easily established (Aczél [1]).

THEOREM 1: The only quasi-linear measures £p/tp) C(Q) of average charge
which are translative (6) are Ef^C{Q) and E^^CiQ) where:

and:

b>0,
ft(a-l)>0

(7)

ot — i
log2

E/(Pi)
m co

z f (Pi) n

(8).

; oc/1. (9)

To find a relation between Rényi's entropy and E1/*-1 C(Q), we rewrite
équation (9) as:

ï r m °° ~|
~ a-l °g2Li=i ' M J

1 - a
• (10)
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We would restrict to a > 0 and select ƒ in such a way that the second term on the
right hand side of équation (10) approaches Rényi's entropy, that is:

1

Thus, from équation (11), we get the functional équation:

t=£pï> a>0'
The only non-constant continuous solutions of (12) are of the form:

/(p) = pa; oc>O,

Hence:

(12)

(13)

m oo

a>0, a # l . (14)

EpC(Q) is an average charge of order a. We can easily see that

lim JEJ C (Q) = EP C (Q). So, Ep C (Q) can be considered as the average charge of

order 1,

III. In this section we have obtained a relation between Ep C (Q) and Rényi's
entropy.

THEOREM 3 .1: If nid (i = 1,2,. . .,m) satisfy the condition:

m oon
then we must have:

where:

is the RényVs entropy.

(15)

(16)

a # l
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In (16) equality would hold iff nid = 0 for all d>m and:

d = 2

Proof: Nath [3] has shown that:

Ha(P)SHa(Ra(P,Q)\\Q);

with equality iff p. — qt, Vï=l ,2 , . . . ,m.

Substituting:

n à--

a>0

393

(17)

(18)

in (18), we get:

o t - 1

m oo

m oo \ 1 -az n^
j = 1 d = 1

1 - a

m oo

(using [15])

Clearly, equality holds iff the conditions (17) are satisfied (see Duncan [2]).

IV. In this section we have proved an analogous of noiseless coding theorem
related to the measure Ep C{Q) of average charge.

From information theory we know that there always exists a uniquely
decipherable binary code whose average iength is bounded from above by
Shannon entropy plus 1. In questionnaire theory this implies that there always
exists a homogeneous questionnaire of resolution 2 whose average charge also
has the same upper bound. This suggests that (cf. Duncan [2]) there exists a
heterogeneous questionnaire with the same upper bound,i.e.:

inïEPC(Q)<H(P) + l. (19)
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394 A. GARG

THEOREM 4 .1 : Let there be a state space 0 = { 0X, 0 2 î . . ., 0m } with probability

distribution P — (Pi,p2, • - • >Pm)î E Pt = ^ wnere Pi*s ^ne probability ofQs being
i=l

the true state. If the questionnaire Q defined on 0 is valid and uses nul questions
of résolut ion d to détermine the i-th state then (16) holds with equality ijfp^s are of
theform (17). Moreover there exists a heterogeneous questionnaire which satisfies
the inequality:

Ha{P)£E*C(Q)<HuÇP)+l; a > 0 . (20)

Proof: For a = l , the inequality reduces to (4) which has been proved by
Duncan [2]. Hence, we prove only for oc>0, a ^ l -

From (17) it is clear that the random charge of a heterogeneous questionnaire
satisfies the inequality:

1 m 1
log2 — S Y! nia log, d< log 7 — + 1 . (21)

Pi d~2 "~Pi

Now, simple computations on (21) give:

m m
l^ Z P? I l <i"" fCa"1)<2a"1. (22)

t= l d=2

m

If we divide (22) by £ p" and take logarithms then on dividing the resuit so
obtained by (a—1) we would immediately get the inequality (20).

We now prove the coding theorem for heterogeneous questionnaires.

THEOREM 4.2: Let there be a state space ®={9 | . ,6 2 , . . . , 0 m } uhere Q/s
( i = l , 2 , , . . ,m) are independent of each other with probability distribution

m

P^(PuPi> • ->Pm); E Pi = l> P i > 0 ( i ^ l . 2 * • .••-,»*). If Q be a questionnaire
i=\

defined on 0 which détermines sufficièntly long M-séquences öféléments of state
space, then ii is possible to make E{pMÎC(Q), the average charge of order óc per
state as close to Ha(P) as desired,

Proof: Let 5 = (0r, 02ï • •. 5 0M) be a séquence of length M of the éléments of ©
such that the probability of s is:
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if 9 1 = x / i , 0 2 = x/2> . . .,QM = xt . If nd(s) be the number of questions of

resolut ion d required to détermine the séquence s of length M , then:

oc — I
log 2 a>0, a / 1 . (23)

As a entropy is additive, therefore entropy of order a of this product space is:

H%M(P*) = MHa(P), (24)

where:

Let nd(s) be the integer satisfying the condition:

- l o g 2 P ( 5 ) ^ £ n d(s) log 2d<-log 2P(s)+l . (25)
d = i

After simple manipulations and using (24) we get:

^ i a > 0 '

If a = 1} it is just the ordinary coding theorem.
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